CONDITIONS OF EFFECTIVE DEFENCE
would be effective in one political situation, when, say,
the prospective enemy is a single state and we have
powerful allies, would be quite inadequate in another
situation in which we might have to meet a combina-
tion of powerful states single-handed.
It is this fact which condemns armed isolationism
as an effective defensive policy. Suppose you assume
provisionally that X. is the hypothetical enemy against
whom we are arming. To be in a position to keep
our end up we need a given degree of armament. We
get it, establish parity-1 X, then makes an alliance
which doubles his power. Parity has disappeared.
What do we do? Double our armaments? Per-
haps. Then the hostil^Dual Alliance becomes a triple
1 Can we ever? During the discussion of naval parity with America
the British at one juncture pointed out to the Americans that one pro-
posed arrangement gave the latter more power in a certain category of
ships. The Americans retorted 'Yes, but look at your coaling stations! *
How many coaling stations go to how many ships? Nobody has ever
been able to say and nobody ever will be able to say.
It was during that discussion that a still more elusive problem in the
equation of the varying factors of national power came up. We had
built a new type of cruiser mounting an eight-inch gun, which the
American experts were disposed to imitate, and the problem was to
establish how the power of the cruiser mounting a six-inch gun com-
pared with that mounting an eight-inch gun. The experts in Washing-
ton made an interesting discovery. In clear weather an eight-inch gun
cruiser had undoubted superiority because it could outrange the other,
but in foggy weather the six-inch gun had superiority because, operating
at close quarters, it could manoeuvre more quickly. 'Well now,1 said
the Americans, 'look at your liability to fog. This gives your six-inch
gun cruisers a power comparable to eight-inch cruisers on this side of
the water where weather is apt to be clearer. We really must take that
climatic factor into consideration in the allocation of power.'
How much fog goes to how many cruisers? It prompted a Senator in
Washington at the time to say that among the factors we had to equate
were 'fogs, bogs and hogs',
A discussion along these lines could, of course, go on to the end
of time.
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